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Multiobjective Optimal Scheduling Framework for
HVAC Devices in Energy-Efficient Buildings
Nilotpal Chakraborty , Student Member, IEEE, Arijit Mondal, Member, IEEE,
and Samrat Mondal, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—The worldwide energy consumption has been growing
in aggregate at a tremendous rate, and a majority of the same is
due to heating ventilation air conditioning (HVAC) loads in urban
buildings. With the help of the recent advances in energy manage-
ment and optimization techniques, the operations and functioning
of these devices can now be managed and controlled efficiently for
an improved energy consumption scenario and thereby reducing
cost. In this article, we propose a multiobjective optimal scheduling
framework based on Johnson’s elementary circuit finding algo-
rithm for controlling HVAC devices, specifically for buildings that
require continuous thermal comfort maintenance. Two primary
objectives addressed in this article are: minimizing power fluctu-
ation and maximizing thermal comfortability of the users. We use
standard comfortability indices to quantify thermal comfortability.
To reduce the computation time, we also propose two intelligent
improvement schemes that prune the exponential search space
of Johnson’s algorithm. Furthermore, a new greedy scheduling
algorithm has been proposed to obtain near-optimal solutions
efficiently. All the proposed approaches have been studied in a
simulated environment depicting a real-world scenario to evaluate
their efficiency and effectiveness for practical implementations,
including a comparative analysis with Karp’s minimum mean cycle
algorithm in this problem setup.
Index Terms—Greedy algorithm, heating ventilation air condi-




GNSA Greedy nondominated scheduling algorithm.
HVAC Heating ventilation air conditioning.
MOSA Multiobjective optimal scheduling approach.
RES Renewable energy sources.
RCMA Remaining cumulative minimum average.
RMA Remaining minimum average.
SB Smart building.
SEC Smart energy controller.
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TCD Thermostatically controlled devices.
TCB Thermal comfort band.
T+i Upper band limit of ith AC.
T−i Lower band limit of ith AC.
Ti(t) Temperature maintained by the ith AC at time t.
Pi Power consumption for i per unit time.
T Total duration of operation.
Ta (t) Ambient temperature.
Ri Thermal resistance of the zone maintained by i.
Qi Heat capacity of i.
Hi Heat input rate of the zone maintained by i.
Δt Time interval.
si (t) State of i.
Ptot (t) Total power consumption at time t.
P  Power consumption set-point.
Tu Neutral temperature set-point.
DTi(t) Discomfort due to temperature Ti(t).
I. INTRODUCTION
IN THE current worldwide scenario, a large portion of gen-erated energy gets consumed by residential and commercial
buildings. According to the U.S. Energy Information Adminis-
tration, about 40% (or about 39 quadrillion British thermal units)
of the total U.S. energy consumption was due to residential
and commercial sectors in 2016 [1]. As per the International
Energy Outlook, published in September 2017 [2], building
energy consumption is expected to increase by 35% between
2015 to 2040. Moreover, as per the report published by the U.S.
Department of Energy (Annual Energy Outlook, 2017), about
35% of energy consumption in residential, commercial buildings
is due to heating ventilation air conditioning (HVAC) loads [3].
Most of the HVAC loads are predominantly thermostatically
controlled devices (TCD), such as air conditioners (AC), room
heaters, refrigerators, etc., whose sole objective is to maintain
the temperature of its operating zone according to users’ desired
thermal comfort level. To manage and maintain the desired
thermal comfort, the thermostats residing in these TCDs follow
a certain pattern of ON–OFF cycles, hovering around a certain
temperature band, called thermal comfort band (TCB). For
example, in case of an AC, the thermostat is switched OFF
when the temperature hits the lower thermal limit (T−i ), and
it is switched ON immediately when the temperature reaches the
upper thermal limit (T+i ). Similar behavior is being depicted in
Fig. 1 [4], [5].
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Fig. 1. Behavior of a thermostatic device (an AC).
At first glance, this process of switching may seem to be quite
simple; however, this may possess a significant impact on the
total energy consumption and peak load demand. For example,
consider an office building having multiple HVAC units, each
of which are required to maintain different TCBs based on the
preferences of different users. Without a proper controlling or
scheduling mechanism, it might well be possible to arrive at
a situation when all the devices are switched ON to keep their
respective zonal temperatures within the specified TCBs. This
will not only increase energy consumption but will also increase
peak load consumption significantly [6]. One naive way to solve
this problem would be to limit the power consumption up to a
specific threshold value. However, this may create a situation
where the TCBs of all the ACs are not maintained, since now,
only a few of them can be switched ON at a time. Thus, a smart
and intelligent thermostatic device scheduling mechanism must
be developed to mitigate these problems.
In practice, there are a number of challenging issues that the
power grid system often encounters including system stability,
load-generation management, network reliability, etc., and the
increase in peak load demand, even for a smaller period of
time, puts huge pressure on the overall performance of the
system [7], [8]. Moreover, power stability may also give rise
to privacy and security concerns for the users at multiple levels
that must be considered for the successful grid operation [9],
[10]. Although, all the issues and challenges must be addressed
for the optimal functioning of the grid, in this article, we
address the problem of managing and scheduling high power
consuming appliances, such as ACs, in order to optimize the load
profile. We also devise an intelligent scheduling mechanism
for TCDs, specifically ACs, in buildings, such as large data
centers, hospitals, or commercial spaces where these devices
need to be operated round the clock. Given a set of ACs, along
with their power consumption and the user desired temperatures
for each of the devices, our objective is to obtain a repeatable
schedule for the devices such that, first, the users comfort is
maximized, and second, the obtained load profile is smoother
for the total duration of operations. A smoother load profile
not only helps in stabilizing the grid, but also in peak load
reduction, and consequently reducing the total cost of operations
and increasing users’ financial gain [11], [12]. Systematically
obtaining a schedule for the ACs that results in a smooth load
profile, along with improving users’ thermal comfortability, is
the crux of this article. The novelty and highlights of this article
are listed as follows.
1) Given the particular need to operate ACs in buildings for
a longer time, we propose a graph-based multiobjective
optimal scheduling approach (MOSA) to manage these
devices, with the target to obtain smoother load profile and
maximizing users’ thermal comfortability, where thermal
comfort has been quantified according to the ASHRAE
standard 55. We present a detailed discussion on the
time complexity of the proposed MOSA along with its
optimality.
2) Due to the exponential time complexity of MOSA, we
propose two improvement schemes. The improvement
schemes use a couple of intelligent branch and bound
conditions that prunes a significant portion of the state
space required to be explored by MOSA while extracting
Pareto optimal solutions, thereby reducing the actual time
to obtain the solution.
3) The proposed optimal approach and the improvement
schemes have been experimented to schedule up to 50
devices, where we numerically evaluate the performance
of the algorithms, both in terms of the obtained Pareto
optimal solution set and execution time.
4) We further propose an efficient greedy search-based mech-
anism, named greedy nondominated scheduling algorithm
(GNSA), to obtain near-optimal solutions quickly. We
discuss its time complexity and verify its performance in
comparison to the MOSA using well known performance
evaluation metrics for multiobjective Pareto optimal
solutions. During experimentation, GNSA is observed
to produce results within the order of a few seconds in
contrast to the results produced by MOSA, which took
hours to execute.
5) The results obtained are highly encouraging, both in terms
of efficiency and effectiveness. In particular, MOSA and
the two improvement schemes were tested for up to 50 ACs
to produce Pareto optimal solutions, and the computation
time for MOSA was significantly reduced by the improve-
ment schemes. We evaluated GNSA in comparison to the
optimal solutions using performance metrics, where it is
observed that about 70%–80% of the solutions resulted
from the greedy algorithm where Pareto is the optimal
set. We also evaluated GNSA using weighted sum method
(WSM) where we compared it with Karp’s minimum
mean cycle algorithm (KMMC) and observed an average
deviation of 7% only.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we provide an overview of the existing literature on thermostatic
device scheduling. In Section III, we present the system model
and formalize the problem mathematically. In Section IV, we
present the proposed optimal scheduling approach for maxi-
mizing users’ comfort and minimizing power fluctuation. In
Section V, two improvement schemes are presented, and in Sec-
tion VI, we discuss a greedy scheduling algorithm. Simulation
results are presented and discussed in Section VII, and finally
some concluding remarks have been provided in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, quite a number of works have been reported on
building energy management system in smart grid [7], [13]–[15]
and a significant portion of the same is devoted on thermostatic
device scheduling for minimizing total energy consumption
and consequently peak load demand. Wu et al. [7] presented
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a stochastic approach of energy management in residential
buildings with renewable energy sources (RES), with the pri-
mary target to reduce cost due to the charging of electric vehicles.
Wu et al. [8] targeted similar applications, however, with the
additional objective to achieve optimal sizing of various com-
ponents in a residential microgrid. Lu and Katipamula [4] pre-
sented a number of such controlling strategies for thermostatic
devices, with water heaters as an example. Lu [5] presented an
HVAC scheduling mechanism providing load balancing services
efficiently. An efficient controlling mechanism for water heaters
was also proposed by Shah et al. [16], where they controlled
these devices by considering them as elastic loads, in a time-
of-use pricing market. Martini et al. [17] proposed schedul-
ing mechanisms of home appliances from the perspective of
a cyberphysical energy system. Jindal et al. [18] proposed an
HVAC scheduling approach to minimize total energy consump-
tion targeting university buildings. Du et al. [19] proposed a
distributed optimal approach for HVAC units based on statistics
on weather forecasting. Similarly, distributed optimization was
also targeted by Radhakrishnan et al. [20], where they proposed
a learning-based HVAC scheduling mechanism for large com-
mercial buildings.
Some controlling and scheduling mechanisms have also been
proposed specifically for air-conditioning devices. Bashash and
Fathy [21] presented a partial differential equation based model
for efficient real-time scheduling and controlling of thermostatic
cooling systems. Wai et al. [22] presented an efficient demand re-
sponse mechanism for cooling devices such as ACs and freezers.
Their performance evaluation on a practical dataset of Calgary,
Canada show the effectiveness of their proposed mechanism. An
optimal thermostatic programming solution has been suggested
by Kamyar and Peet [23], having combined heating/cooling
loads with a time-of-use pricing scheme. Karmakar et al. in
[6] proposed a thermostatically controlled band management
algorithm for ACs. Their primary objective is to maintain TCB
for each of the ACs in the system under the constraint of peak
load consumption. Chakraborty et al. [24] proposed a graph-
theoretic-based scheduling approach that utilizes KMMC [25]
for thermostatic devices that are operated for longer hours.
There are a number of multiobjective optimization problems
(MOPs) addressed in the recent past on smart grid, where more
than one objectives are addressed that are generally conflicting
in nature. However, very limited works exist that address the
concerns of thermostatic devices, such as maximizing thermal
comfort, minimizing peak load consumption, improving load
profile, etc. Li et al. [26] presented the multiobjective opti-
mization problem (MOP) of sizing RES in order to support
an island microgrid. They targeted optimizing costs of grid
components including the installation costs for the RESs and
improving the reliability of the grid. Shakouri [27] presented a
MOP of reducing energy consumption and peak load demand.
However, users preferences and comfortability are not a part of
their optimization function. Similarly, Li et al. [28] discussed a
MOP of minimizing the operational costs for the utility along
with maximizing the aggregators’ benefits, whereas consumers’
operational requirements are not prioritized. However, selection
of the final solution from the Pareto optimal front suffers from
various drawbacks [29], [30].
Despite the amount of work done on various aspects of
scheduling and controlling in the smart grid, only a limited
amount of work has been pursued to address users’ thermal
comfortability improvement, that too for thermostatic devices.
Providing a healthy and comfortable environment is one of the
fundamental aspects of building energy systems, specifically
HVAC units. On the other hand, thermal comfort varies from
person to person and depends on quite a lot of factors such as
metabolic rate, air temperature, clothing insulation, humidity,
etc., as per the ASHRAE standard 55 [31]. Thus, the MOP of
maximizing users’ thermal comfort, while minimizing power
consumption, is a highly challenging problem.
Compared to the existing literature, the work proposed here
is one of its kind since we address two conflicting objectives
of maximizing users’ thermal comfort and minimizing load
fluctuation by smoothening load profile due to thermostatic
devices, simultaneously. We formulate the above-mentioned
multiobjective conflicting optimization problem as a directed
weighted graph and propose intelligent scheduling techniques
for TCDs to obtain Pareto optimal solutions.
III. SYSTEM MODELING AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Let us consider a smart building (SB) that has a smart energy
controller (SEC) for managing and controlling all the appliances
in the building. Let there be a total of n thermostatic devices
(specifically ACs) in the SB that operate simultaneously to
maintain their respective zonal temperatures within the desired
limits. Each of the thermal zones maintained by these devices has
specific values of heat input rates, thermal resistance, and heat







whereT+i denotes the upper band limit andT
−
i denotes the lower
band limit. The TCB may be provided by the user or may be
computed by the SEC according to the needs. A device i, while
switched ON, consumes a Pi amount of power per unit time,
whereas power consumption is 0 if switched OFF. Let Ti (t)
denotes the temperature maintained by the ith AC at time t.
Then, throughout the duration of operations (T ) of the devices,
we must have
T−i ≤ Ti(t) ≤ T+i ∀t ∈ T . (1)
As depicted in Fig. 1, change in temperature inside a room
typically follows an exponential curve. This change depends on
many factors including outdoor temperature and heat transfer
coefficients associated with different heat transfer modes viz.,
conduction, convection, and radiation. However, for simplicity,
we consider a unified deterministic offline model combining all
the heat transfer modes as is done in practice [6], [24]. When
switched ON, the temperature maintained by ith device at time t
is described by
Ti(t) = Ta(t)− (Ta(t)− Ti (t− 1)) e
−Δt
RiQi (2)
where Ta (t) is the ambient temperature, measured in ◦F or ◦C,
Ri represents thermal resistance of the zone maintained by the
ith AC,Qi is the heat capacity of ith AC, andΔt (= t− (t− 1))
is the time interval. When a device is switched OFF, the change
This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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in the temperature can be described by









where Hi is the heat input rate for the thermal zone maintained
by the ith AC. Once the thermal models are formulated for
the devices, we can move toward formalizing the scheduling
problem we want to solve.
In this article, we address the challenging issue of scheduling
ACs to optimize power consumption for a smooth load profile, as
well as thermal comfortability of the users simultaneously. In the
following sections, we present the mathematical formulations
for each of these objectives and, subsequently, present the overall
MOP.
A. Load Profile Optimization
As discussed earlier, there are a number of parameters needed
to be optimized for the smooth functioning of the grid. In this
article, we consider a relatively simpler model with the primary
focus on smoothening of the load profile as one of the objectives
that influence the grid operations. Let Pi be the instantaneous
power consumption by the ith device whenever it is switched ON,
and let si (t) be a binary variable representing the state of ith





si(t)× Pi ∀t ∈ T (4)
where Ptot (t) is the total power consumption at time t. With T
being the total time of operation for the devices, the problem of




|Ptot(t)− P | (5)
where P  is the desired total load consumption set-point for all
t ∈ T , the value of which can be considered to be supplied by
the utility or may be locally computed by the SEC. The value of
P  is the ideal power consumption to make the load profile flat
and is generally chosen depending on the grid conditions and
local power consumption scenario. Here, we consider it as an
input to the system.
Equation (5) represents our objective of scheduling for a
smooth load profile by minimizing the absolute power con-
sumption deviation from a given power consumption set-point
(P ) across the total duration of the operation. Therefore, the
more is the absolute deviation of power consumption from the
set-point, the higher is the fluctuation in load profile and thereby
increasing the absolute deviation cost [12], which we seek to
minimize. Apart from improving the operations of the grid,
minimizing load variation also improves the privacy aspects
of the consumers, thereby gaining their trust into the system
[9], [10]. However, since (5) is monotonically increasing with
respect to T , solving it in its current form is difficult. Therefore,
similar to [24], we try optimize the average absolute power
consumption deviation (ρ) from the given set-point for every
time slot t ∈ T . Incorporating this, the objective function can
now be restated as





|Ptot(t)− P |. (6)
B. Comfort Optimization
Apart from power optimization, we also propose to maximize
users’ thermal comfort in this article. Comfort is a state of
satisfaction that varies from person to person depending on
various factors including metabolic rate, mean air temperature,
humidity, clothing insulation, etc., and is, therefore, difficult to
measure. ASHRAE Standard 55 [31] suggests the use of predic-
tive mean vote, as a quantifiable thermal comfort index, where
human sensation has been scaled from −3 to +3 corresponding
to the categories: “cold,” “cool,” “slight cool,” “neutral,” “slight
warm,” “warm,” and “hot.”
Thus, maximizing users’ comfort essentially means maxi-







of an AC i around the user desired
“neutral” temperature set-pointTu, we classify the comfort band
into multiple thermal sensation zones as follows:
1) “cold” (Tcold) =
[
T−i , Tu − 2.5
)
;
2) “cool” (TC) = [Tu − 2.5, Tu − 1.5);
3) “slight cool” (TSC) = [Tu − 1.5, Tu − 0.5);
4) “neutral” (TN ) = [Tu − 0.5, Tu + 0.5];
5) “slight warm” (TSW ) = (Tu + 0.5, Tu + 1.5];
6) “warm” (TW ) = (Tu + 1.5, Tu + 2.5];
7) “hot” (Thot) =
(





where [•, •] , (•, •] , [•, •) have their usual mathematical mean-
ings.
Since we are looking to maximize users’ thermal comfort,
we ensure that a user senses “neutral” as long as possible by
keeping the temperature in the aforedefined “neutral zone” (TN )
for maximum duration. In other words, we seek to minimize
users’ discomfort by minimizing the temperature deviation from
the TN zone. Below, we introduce a cost metric that defines the
discomfort cost for the appliance i due to its temperature (Ti (t))





0, if Ti(t) ∈ TN
1, if Ti(t) ∈ TSC ∨ Ti(t) ∈ TSW
2, if Ti(t) ∈ TC ∨ Ti(t) ∈ TW
3, if Ti(t) ∈ Tcold ∨ Ti(t) ∈ Thot.
(7)
Thus, the “neutral” zone (Tu + 0.5 ≤ Ti (t) ≤ Tu − 0.5) has
a discomfort cost of 0, and as we deviate from that zone,
cost starts increasing. The ±0.5 difference between any two
sensation levels is obtained from [31]. Note that discomfort
cost cannot exceed a value of 3. This is to keep parity with
the real-world scenario [31], [32]. Our objective is to minimize
the discomfort for the total duration of operation, which we
formulate here as a mean squared error function, as follows:
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C. Multiobjective Optimization Problem
Inherently, (6) and (8) are conflicting in nature, and we are
looking for a tradeoff solution that optimizes both power con-
sumption deviation and discomfort simultaneously. Therefore,
the overall objective, combining (6) and (8), can be stated as
Minimize : (ρ, δ) . (9)
Equation (9) represents the objective of the MOP that is
solved, subjected to (1), (2), (3), (4), and (7). The results obtained
from solving (9) will be a set of two-dimensional (2-D) points,
where each point can be considered as a vector of two elements.
To measure the quality of the obtained solutions, we utilize
the concept of dominance relationship [33], which is defined
as follows.
Definition 1: Let Sa = [Sa1 ,S
a




two 2−D vectors. Then for a minimization problem, Sa is said
to dominate Sb if both the following conditions hold true.
1) Sai ≤ Sbi ∀i ∈ {1, 2}.
2) Saj < S
b
j ∃j ∈ {1, 2}.
A solution is said to be Pareto optimal, if there exists no other
solution that dominates it. In the following section, we propose
an intelligent scheduling approach that yields the complete
Pareto optimal set of solutions for a given set of thermostatic
devices. It is noteworthy to be mentioned here that all the
modeling parameters discussed above are assumed to be known
to the system, and therefore, the proposed scheduling approach
in this article is essentially an offline mechanism.
IV. PROPOSED MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMAL
SCHEDULING APPROACH
In this section, we present and discuss an intelligent MOSA
for a set of thermostatic devices to achieve the solutions to
the aforementioned MOP. The proposed MOSA is essentially
a graph-based solution, similar to that of [24]; however, there
are significant differences because of the multiple conflicting
objectives targeted in this article. We start with describing the
graph abstraction of the problem and, subsequently, describe
ways to obtain the schedule that minimizes both average thermal
discomfort and power fluctuation.
A. Graph Abstraction of the Scheduling Problem
With the given set of aforementioned inputs, we create a
directed weighted graph G = (V,E), whose each node vp ∈ V
represents a tuple of possible temperature values for all the
n devices, given as vp = 〈T p1 , T
p
2 , . . . , T
p
n〉. A directed edge
epq ∈ E represents a transition from vp to vq . The temperature
changes for devices from a node vp to vq depend on whether they
are switched ON or OFF during the transition and is calculated
using (2) and (3), respectively. An edge from vp to vq is labeled
with an edge weight Wpq = 〈Ppq,Dpq〉, where Ppq describes
the total power consumption deviation from the given set-point
for the transition epq , mathematically expressed as
Ppq = |Ptot(epq)− P |. (10)
The second parameter in the edge weight is Dpq that represents
the square sum of the total discomfort for all the devices during
that transition. This is one of the significant difference of this
model than the one in [24], where the edge weights in the graph
has scalar weights (the total power consumption value). For an
edge epe ∈ E from vp to vq , each of the n devices will have a
certain discomfort value based on the target node temperature,
which we consider as a vector: [DT q1 ,DT q2 , . . . ,DT qn ], where
DT qi is computed based on T qi using (7). From this vector, the




















Starting with the initial vertex v0 = 〈T 01 , T 02 . . . T 0n〉, we ex-
plore all the unique nodes that can be created satisfying the
temperature constraint of each of the ACs, as depicted in (1).
After the nodes are constructed, we create possible connections
among them using directed edges with appropriate edge weights.
More precisely, a directed edge is created from a node vp to vq
only if, ∀ T pi ∈ vp, we have T
p+1
i ∈ vq such that (1) is satisfied.
However, in the worst case there can be a total of 2n edges going
out of a node vp that satisfy (1) depending on the switching
status during the transitions, which in return would result in
an intractable graph size. Therefore, to keep the graph size
manageable, we put a limit on the absolute power consumption
deviation for each transition for all the ACs from P . This keeps
the total power consumption within a known bounded value
where the power fluctuation can only vary within the upper and
lower limits of the bounded space. Let Plt be that limit for every
transition, and therefore, during the transition from vp to vq, the
total power consumption Ppq is given as
Plow ≤ Ppq ≤ Phigh (12)
where Plow = P ∗ − Plt and Phigh = P ∗ + Plt are the lower and
upper power consumption deviation limits.
Thus, the final graph that is constructed contains nodes whose
temperature values for all the devices are within their respective
TCBs and edges labeled with appropriate weights, satisfying
both (1) and (12).
B. Scheduling for Optimized Power and Comfort
We devise a scheduling mechanism that can be used to operate
the devices for significantly longer periods of time, for example,
16–18 h in case of shopping malls, 24× 7 for commercial and
industrial office buildings, data centers, etc. It is, therefore,
viable for us to obtain a schedule that can be repeated over time
while optimizing (9).
To obtain such a repeatable schedule, we utilize the graph
constructed in Section IV-A, in which we look for a cycle. Since
the graph contains only those nodes and edges that satisfy all the
constraints, the presence of a cycle will ensure that there exists
a schedule that can be repeated as per the temperature combi-
nations in the nodes of the cycle, and thus, the devices can be
scheduled to operate for a long period of time. Detecting a cycle,
therefore, depicts the feasibility of the given specifications.
Once such a graph is obtained, we seek to find out a cycle
from the graph that optimizes (9), i.e., the cycle for which both
average power consumption deviation and average discomfort
is minimized. The average weight of a cycle (C) is computed
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as the average of the individual weight components of all the
edges in the cycle, i.e., WC = 〈ρC =
∑
∀e∈C Pe




where |C| indicates length of the cycle (measured by the number
of edges), e is an edge in the cycle, and Pe and De are the
weights for e. However, there may be multiple cycles in the
feasible graph and selecting one of them is difficult since
the targeted objectives are conflicting in nature and we are
looking for a tradeoff solution. To address this issue and to deter-
mine the best cycle, we utilize the concept of nondominance in
graphs similar to Definition 1, and define a nondominated cycle
as below.
Definition 2: A cycle Ca, having average weight WCa =
〈ρa, δa〉 is said to dominate another cycle Cb with an average
weight of WCb = 〈ρb, δb〉 if any one of the following conditions
hold true.
1) ρa < ρb and δa < δb.
2) ρa ≤ ρb and δa < δb.
3) ρa < ρb and δa ≤ δb.
Thus, a nondominated cycle is the one that minimizes both
average power consumption deviation and average discomfort
simultaneously, and therefore, is our desired cycle. Since there
can be more than one such nondominated cycles in the graph,
each one of them is a Pareto optimal solution [34], and here,
we seek to find all of them to form the complete Pareto optimal
solution set.
There exists a number of algorithms to find out all the cycles in
a graph and a comprehensive list of them all has been presented
by Mateti and Deo in [35]. Here, we utilize Johnson’s all ele-
mentary circuit finding algorithm for directed graphs [36], one
of the efficient and fastest known algorithms for obtaining cycles
in a graph. Johnson’s algorithm takes a directed graph as input,
where it considers the nodes to be represented using integers
“1 through n.” In a nutshell, the algorithm starts with an initial
vertex s (generally the vertex with the least indexed number)
and proceeds to find out all the elementary paths from s until
the initial vertex is reached again, resulting in a cycle. Thus,
all the cycles are constructed in the subgraph induced by s and
nodes “larger than s” in the ordering of the nodes. The algorithm
avoids duplicate cycles by blocking a vertex vp when it is added
to some elementary path beginning s. vp is kept blocked till all
the paths from vp to s intersects the current elementary path
at a node other than s. Furthermore, a node does not become
an initial node for constructing elementary paths unless it is
the least indexed vertex in at least one elementary cycle. Thus,
finally what we have is a set of unique elementary cycles in the
original directed graph.
On the graph constructed in Section IV-A, we apply Johnson’s
algorithm to determine all the cycles in it, where each cycle have
their individual average weights. From these cycles, we obtain
all the nondominant cycles by a one-to-one comparison among
them. This eventually leads to our desired set of cyclic schedules,
minimizing both average power consumption deviation from a
given set-point and average discomfort.
The proposed approach is summarized in Algorithm 1. In
Step 1, the comfort zones for each of the given ACs are de-
termined based on their supplied TCBs. Step 2 handles the
graph abstraction phase discussed above, where nodes represent
temperature combinations of the devices, and an edge between
Algorithm 1: Proposed MOSA.
Input: The set of n ACs with their individual power
consumption values Pi and thermal comfort band
[T−i , T
+
i ], power consumption set-point (P
).
Output: ND: the set of Pareto optimal (non dominated)
solutions, where each solution represent the average
cost of a cyclic schedule.
1: From the given thermal comfort band for each of the
ACs, calculate the comfort zones.
2: onstruct a graph G having nodes representing
temperature combinations of the devices and
connecting them are the edges representing a transition
from one temperature combination to another, guided
by (2) and (3) while satisfying (1) and (12). Each edge
epq ∈ E is labeled with weight Wpq = 〈Ppq,Dpq〉,
where Ppq is obtained using (10) and Dpq is obtained
using (11).
3: On G, detect the presence of a cycle.
4: If no cycle found, input specifications are infeasible.
Exit.
5: Else, apply Johnson’s algorithm to obtain the set of all
the possible cycles C = C1, C2, . . . Cc.
6: For each Ci ∈ C, do:
7: Obtain the average cost parameters 〈ρi, δi〉.
8: For each cycle Ci ∈ C, do:
9: Compare the cost parameters 〈ρj , δj〉 of Cj with
〈ρi, δi〉, ∀ Cj ∈ C and Cj = Ci.
10: If 〈ρi, δi〉 is non dominated as per Definition 2:
11: Add Ci in ND, i.e., ND = ND ∪ Ci.
12: Return ND.
any nodes is constructed if the transition satisfies (1) and (12).
The transition indicating the rate of change in temperature values
between two adjacent nodes is guided by (2) and (3). We label
the edges with appropriate power consumption and discomfort
values using (10) and (11). In step 3, the proposed algorithm
detects the presence of a cycle, and the process halts if no cycle
is found in step 4, considering the specifications to be infeasible.
However, for feasible specifications, the algorithm executes
Step 5 to obtain all the cycles in the graph. Once we have the set
of all possible cycles in G(V,E), Steps 6 through 11 determine
all the nondominated cycles that are stored in the list ND. Finally
in Step 12, the list of all the nondominated cycles are returned
in the form of ND.
C. Time Complexity and Optimality of MOSA
The two primary phases involved in the proposed MOSA are
constructing the graph and obtaining all the cycles in the graph.
Since each of the nodes in the graph is a combination of tem-
peratures for all the devices, in the worst case, the total number
of valid combinations can be |T−i − T+i |n, where |T−i − T+i |
indicates the total number of temperature points within the TCB
andn is the number of devices. Therefore, the graph size can also
grow exponentially with the increase in the number of devices
and TCB.
In the second stage, we utilize Johnson’s algorithm to ob-
tain all the cycles, the time complexity of which is known
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to be O((V + E) (c+ 1)), where V is the number of nodes,
E is the number of edges, and c is the number of cycles. In
order to obtain all the nondominated cycles, we iterate over





overall time complexity to obtain all the nondominated cycles
is O
(
(V + E) (c+ 1) + c2
)
.
The optimality of the proposed MOSA is guaranteed due to
the fact that it determines the nondominated cycles by extracting
all the cycles from the graph, and the underlying algorithm is
Johnson’s algorithm, which is known to be optimal [36]. There-
fore, the proposed MOSA produces optimal results depending
on the input graph.
In order to produce the nondominated cycles, MOSA utilizes
Johnson’s algorithm, which converges after all the cycles in the
graph are obtained. The proposed MOSA, therefore, converges
intrinsically.
V. INTELLIGENT IMPROVEMENTS OVER MOSA
One major issue with the aforediscussed MOSA is its expo-
nential time complexity, which is predominantly due to the pos-
sibility of an exponential number of cycles in a graph. Moreover,
the size of the graph varies exponentially with the number of
devices. Although the graph construction phase for the optimal
solution is inevitable, extracting out all the possible cycles from
the graph may be avoided since not all of them are nondominated
cycles. In order to address this issue of MOSA, in this article, we
present two intelligent branch and bound techniques that exploit
the key properties of the graph to avoid exploration of cycles that
are dominated, thereby pruning the search space and improving
the efficiency of the optimal approach, while producing the same
set of Pareto optimal solutions as MOSA.
The improvement schemes are elegant extensions of MOSA,
which work on the same principle of Johnson’s algorithm with
some suitable modifications to address the issue of exponential
computational overhead in case of Johnson’s algorithm. Similar
to Johnson’s algorithm, both the improvement schemes maintain
a set of data structures including a stack to keep track of the
path starting from the initial node, and a block set containing
the nodes that are currently being explored. The schemes also
maintain two lists: OPEN and CLOSED. The OPEN list is used
to store the nodes that are candidates for expansion and have the
possibility to produce nondominated cycles. The CLOSED list
consists of the nodes that have been expanded already. However,
instead of exploring all the nodes, as is done in Johnson’s algo-
rithm, these improvement schemes use branch- and bound-based
evaluation functions at each node to estimate the possibility of
a nondominated cycle ahead of that node.
Let us consider that starting from some initial node s in the
graph containing m nodes, we have traversed k edges to reach
the node r, accruing a total of power consumption deviation
TCrP and total cost due to discomfort TC
r
D. We employ these
information and other graph properties to estimate a lower bound
on the average cost of a nondominated cycle at r and compare
it to the costs of already obtained nondominated cycles. Next,
we describe two improvement schemes that use branch and
bound conditions to prune the search space. The first one is
based on computing remaining minimum average (RMA) and
the second one is based on remaining cumulative minimum
average (RCMA).
A. RMA-Based Improvement Scheme
This improvement scheme is based on estimating the min-
imum average cost of nondominated cycles, where nodes that
may not result in an optimal solution are pruned. Similar to
Johnson’s algorithm, this scheme begins with some initial vertex
s, and it tries to compute a lower bound on the average cost of a
nondominated cycle based on the unexplored part of the graph







It starts with determining the minimum weight edge in the
subgraph spanned by the unexplored nodes in the graph. LetPmin
be the minimum power consumption cost and Dmin be minimum
discomfort cost among all the untraversed edges from nodes in
the OPEN list. Then an estimation on the minimum average cost
of power consumption deviation for a nondominated cycle via r
can be kP r+Pmink+1 , which can also be rewritten as P r +
Pmin−P r
k+1
if cycle is obtained by adding only 1 edge after r. Likewise,
the estimation would be P r +
2(Pmin−P r)
k+2 if cycle is obtained by
adding two edges after r, P r +
3(Pmin−P r)
k+3 if cycle is obtained
with three more edges after r, and so on. Considering the graph to
have a total of m nodes, the estimation on the minimum average
power consumption deviation if cycle is obtained at the last
node would be P r +
(m−k)(Pmin−P r)
m . Similarly, we estimate the
minimum average cost of discomfort for a nondominated cycle
at the node r.






k+3 , . . . ,
m−k
m are increasing and P r is constant at
the node r. Therefore, if Pmin − P r > 0, then the lower bound
on power consumption deviation must be P + Pmin−P rk+1 and if
Pmin − P r < 0, then we must have the lower bound estimation
to be P r +
(m−k)(Pmin−P r)
m for the average power consumption
deviation. Combining these, we can write the overall lower
bound on the average cost of a nondominated cycle (CRMAr ) at
the node r as follows:
CRMAr = 〈Prest,Drest〉 (13)
where Prest = P r + min{Pmin−P rk+1 ,
(m−k)(Pmin−P r)
m } and
Drest = Dr +min{Dmin−Drk+1 ,
(m−k)(Dmin−Dr)
m }.
Therefore, exploration from node r is pruned if CRMAr in
(13) is more than the already obtained best results, otherwise,
we backtrack from r and all the paths leading from r remain
unexplored. The same is carried out for all the nodes in the
OPEN list. Since in the multiobjective space, there may exist
more than one nondominated cost path leading from a node
r, it becomes necessary to allow all such nondominated paths
from r to obtain the complete Pareto optimal set. To capture
multiple nondominated cycles during the course of the search,
this scheme maintains a list of already obtained nondominated
cycles along with their average costs, which is updated only if a
new nondominated cycle is found.
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B. RCMA-Based Improvement Scheme
This improvement scheme essentially operates similarly as
that of the RMA improvement scheme; however, it offers a
different perspective in obtaining the lower bound on the average
cost of a nondominated cycle. After reaching the node r starting
from the initial node s, this scheme obtains the least weight
power consumption deviation (P mini ) and discomfort (D
min
i )
values among the outgoing edges for each of the remaining








are then sorted increasingly.
Let the sorted sequence of the least weight power consumption
deviation values be P minj ,P
min
j+1, . . . ,P
min
m−k and similarly the
sorted sequence of discomfort is Dminj ,D
min
j+1, . . . ,D
min
m−k.
Once the sorted sequence is obtained, we perform a
cumulative average sum of these weight components
as follows: P r +
P minj −P r










m for power consumption devia-












m for discomfort. The minimum of
these cumulative sum of the components gives us a lower bound
on the average cost of a nondominated cycle. More formally, the
estimated lower bound on the average cost of a nondominated
































The primary difference between the proposed two improve-
ment schemes is the evaluation functions that they utilize in
order to expand a node. Although both the schemes explore all
the remaining edges in the graph, the RMA scheme considers
the minimum of the individual costs among all the untraversed
edges in (13), whereas RCMA scheme considers the minimum
of the individual costs among the outgoing edges per node in
(14).
Nevertheless, the basic iterations of both these schemes con-
sist of selecting a node from the unexplored set of nodes,
generation of its successors, and entering them into either the
OPEN or CLOSED list. Using branch and bound conditions,
these two schemes try to obtain lower bounds on the average
cost for nondominated cycles to restrict the expansion of nodes
that yield unnecessary cycles. It may be observed that if we omit
the evaluation functions that are checked at every node, both
these improvement schemes essentially boil down to Johnson’s
algorithm. Nonetheless, with the introduction of these evaluation
functions, the number of nodes expanded is greatly reduced,
since now, only those paths are explored that have the possibil-
ity of resulting in nondominated cycles, thereby reducing the
computation time as compared to Johnson’s algorithm.
Algorithm 2: Proposed GNSA.
Input: The directed graph G(V,E) constructed in
Section IV-A.
Output: GND: a set of greedy non dominated solutions,
where each solution depicts a cycle.
 /*Special notations used in the algorithm*/
UN: the set of unexplored nodes, initially containing
all the nodes V from G(V,E).
ON: the set of open nodes, initially empty.
CN: the set of closed nodes, initially empty.
ξ: the set of non dominated edges, initially empty.
dfs (a): DFS traversal from the node a.
 /*Phase 1: Exploration*/
1: For each vi ∈ V , do:
2: Obtain the set of non dominated outgoing edges
εi = {ēij} from vi.
3: Update ξ = ξ ∪ εi.
 /*Phase 2: Obtaining desired cycles*/
4: Repeat the following, until UN is empty:
5: Select a node vi from UN.
6: dfs(vi)
7: Return GND.
 /*Description of the DFS traversal*/
8: Procedure dfs(vi):
9: Update ON = ON ∪ vi and UN = UN \ vi.
10: For each ēij ∈ ξ, do:
11: If the target node vj from vi is in ON:
12: Cycle is detected. Store the cycle in GND.
13: If the target node vj from vi is in UN:
14: dfs(vj).
15: Update CN = CN ∪ vi.
16: Return.
VI. GREEDY NONDOMINATED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Although the improvement schemes can reduce the compu-
tational overhead of Johnson’s algorithm, the total number of
nondominated cycles in the graph can still be huge, making the
approach difficult to implement in a real-world environment. In
such a scenario, it is safe to assume that a method that produces
results quickly, although suboptimal, is desirable since the time
required to produce the optimal solutions is exponentially huge
with respect to the number of devices. We, therefore, propose
a new GNSA that produces approximated nondominated cycles
efficiently, without the need to explore the complete graph and
all the cycles.
The pseudocode of the proposed GNSA is shown in
Algorithm 2. Instead of exploring all the cycles in the graph,
it tries to obtain cycles by exploring only the nondominated
edges. The algorithm primarily has two phases, each of them
are described in details below.
Phase 1—Graph exploration: In this phase, GNSA processes
the graph G(V, E) constructed in Section IV-A and explores
all the nondominated outgoing edges from each of the nodes in
the graph. All the obtained nondominated outgoing edges are
marked and stored in a list ξ, which is then forwarded to the
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TABLE I
INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
next phase. The steps 1 through 3 in Algorithm 2 represent this
phase.
Phase 2—Obtaining the nondominated cycles: To obtain the
approximated nondominated cycles, the proposed GNSA uti-
lizes the depth-first search (DFS) mechanism on the induced
graph containing only the nondominating outgoing edges from
Phase 1. The algorithm maintains a set UN that initially contains
all the nodes from the graph G. It further maintains two more
lists ON and CN in order to track the nodes that are to be visited
and the nodes that have already been visited, respectively. At
every iteration, the algorithms selects and removes a node vi
from the set UN, adds it to ON, and traverses the induced graph
G(V, ξ) form vi using the DFS algorithm, indicated bydfs(vi) in
Algorithm 2. Within dfs(vi), the algorithm recursively explores
the graph from vi and records a cycle whenever a node vj during
the traversal is found to be in ON. The algorithm maintains a
set GND to track all the cycles encountered during the graph
traversal. Finally, when vi is explored completely, it is added into
CN. The above-mentioned steps are repeated until UN is empty.
The desired set of nondominated cycles is finally obtained from
GND. In Algorithm 2, the Steps 4 to 7 depict Phase 2, whereas
the DFS traversal procedure is shown in Steps 8 through 16.
The time complexity of the proposed GNSA depends on the
number of nodes and the number of edges explored, which
can be O(V + E) at the worst on the graph G(V,E). Once
the node exploration phase is complete, it runs DFS to traverse
through the set all the nodes on the graph, keeping track of all
the cycles, which are effectively approximated nondominated
cycles, while processing. Thus, the time complexity of this phase
is O (V + E). Therefore, the effective time complexity of the
GNSA algorithm is O (V + E). Thus, this heuristic strategy
significantly reduces the time taken to obtain the cyclic schedules
as compared to the optimal approach, and thereby, making it a
highly desirable and efficient solution for real-world large-scale
implementation. Since the number of nodes in the graph is finite,
the execution of GNSA eventually halts when all the potential
unexplored nodes are enumerated.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of the scheduling methodologies proposed
in this article has been evaluated using test cases generated from
real-world parameters as input specifications, as listed in Table I,
where the values of the parameters are in their typical range
for office buildings in Asia and the U.S. [32], [37], [38]. The
implementation was done in Java on a computer having Intel
Xeon processor E5-2609 v3 (15 MB Cache, 1.90 GHz, 6 cores)
with 132 GB of main memory.
TABLE II
RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH PROPOSED MOSA
Set-point = Power consumption set-point, #Nodes = average number
of nodes, #Edges = average number of edges, #Time = average time
in seconds, #Cycles= average number of cycles, #ND cycles= average
number of nondominated cycles.
A. Evaluating MOSA and the Improvement Schemes
The MOSA, proposed in Section IV, has been experimented to
schedule up to 50 devices, with a total of 500 different test cases.
The proposed MOSA takes input from Table I and produces
output in the form of cyclic schedules that have nondominated
power consumption and discomfort parameters. The dynamics
of the devices when switched ON or OFF vary according to (2)
and (3). Since we want to minimize the power consumption
deviation from a certain power consumption set-point, here for
the experimental purpose, we have considered a feasible window
of ±5% from the set-point. For example, if the power consump-
tion set-point is 100, we allow the total power consumption
to vary within the range [95, 105] and anything outside this
range is considered to be infeasible. This is to ensure safety and
reliability in grid operations as observed in real-life scenarios
[39], [40]. Furthermore, we have approximated the temperatures
of the devices to take values rounded off to the nearest 0.5 value,
i.e., if the resulting temperature value is 23.34, we make it 23.5.
This is adapted to restrict the number of temperature values that
a device can take, and consequently, restricting the graph size
and computational overhead.
Table II lists the summary of the results obtained using
MOSA, depicting the average size of the graphs in terms of
the number of nodes and edges, and the average number of
nondominated cycles. It also shows the input power consumption
set-point for each set of devices, which is considered ten times
the number of appliances. For a particular number of devices,
the proposed optimal scheduling approach obtains the complete
Pareto optimal set of solutions (the nondominated cycles), which
can then be used to operate the devices. The advantage of MOSA
is that it obtains the complete Pareto optimal set, which provides
high flexibility and an in-depth decision-making process for the
controller to opt for the best of the available solutions, since now
it has a large number of equally good solutions at its disposal
and can choose any one of them as per the requirements.
As can be observed from Table II, the average time required
increases enormously with the increase in the number of devices,
and as the number of devices reaches a mark of 50, the compu-
tation time becomes unacceptable for implementing MOSA in a
real-world scenario. This is also justified by the size of the graph,
represented in terms of the number of nodes and edges in Table II.
However, the intelligent improvement schemes on the optimal
approach proposed in this article address this issue by producing
results significantly quicker as shown in Fig. 2. Results presented
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Fig. 2. Comparison of execution time among different algorithms.
in Fig. 2 clearly depicts the efficacy of the improvement schemes
in reducing the time taken to produce Pareto optimal results for
up to 50 devices. The dotted lines in black indicate the maximum
and minimum amount of time taken by MOSA, whereas the solid
red line represents the average time taken. On the other hand,
the solid lines in blue and green represent the time taken by the
RMA scheme and RCMA scheme, respectively. The dotted lines
in magenta indicate the range of the required computation time
by the improvement schemes.
One can observe from Fig. 2 that the range of computation
time for the improvement schemes is significantly less than that
of MOSA, even though all of them produce the same Pareto
optimal set of solutions. In fact, RMA and RCMA schemes have
been able to reduce the time consumption by more than 48.5%
as compared to MOSA, which indicates the efficiency of the
two improvement schemes without compromising the quality
of solutions.
B. Evaluating GNSA
Here, we evaluate the performance of the proposed GNSA.
Being a multiobjective solution to the scheduling problem at
hand, GNSA results in a collection of vectors instead of a
scalar quantity, which complicates the process of evaluating
the solutions and understanding the quality of solutions with
respect to the optimal solution set. In this regards, we utilize
the existing performance evaluation and quality measures for
different nondominated solution sets. Although a large number
of such performance metrics are available in the literature [41],
[42], here in particular, we use the following quality measures
in this article: Error Ratio (ER), Generational Distance (GD),
Maximum Pareto Front Error (MPFE), Schott’s Spacing metric
(SS), and Hyper-volume ratio (HR). The specific reason behind
choosing these metrics as performance measures is because of
their Pareto compatibility, which try to minimize the distance of
the results obtained from the Pareto optimal set. Thus, lower the
values of these metrics, the closer the results are to the Pareto
optimal solutions.
The aforementioned performance metrics have been utilized
to evaluate GNSA, results of which are listed in Table III that
comprises of results averaging over all the 500 test cases. All
the performance metrics consider the Pareto optimal set as their
reference nondominated optimal set, which we have already
obtained using MOSA, RMA scheme, and RCMA scheme. The
optimal values for the various performance metrics, listed in
Table III, depict the desired distance of results obtained by the
greedy algorithm from the optimal set. For example, the optimal
TABLE III
EVALUATION OF GNSA ALGORITHM USING VARIOUS PERFORMANCE METRICS
value for ER metric is 0, which indicates that the closer the
values obtained by GNSA are to 0 using ER, the better they
are in terms of producing Pareto optimal solutions with respect
to the ER metric. Similarly, we can evaluate the performance
of GNSA using the other metrics with respect to their optimal
values as listed in the table.
Table III depicts the fact that the performance of GNSA has
been closer to the optimal methodologies for the majority of the
performance metrics. In particular, the average ER has varied
within a significantly small range of [0.16–0.37] for up to 50
numbers of devices. This indicates that the number of unwanted
solutions obtained by GNSA is significantly less and about 70%
of the cycles obtained are in the Pareto optimal set. Similarly,
the average GD for GNSA algorithm has varied within a range
of [0.48–0.86], which also portrays its performance in obtaining
closer to optimal results. Similar behavior is also observed using
MPFE and HR metrics. Although for SS metric, the performance
of GNSA is observed to be weaker in comparison to the other
metrics, overall, GNSA has been able to produce most of the
Pareto optimal solutions as confirmed by most of the perfor-
mance metrics, making it a highly effective greedy scheduling
algorithm.
C. Solving MOP Using WSM
It is to be noted that during the graph construction phase, if we
allow the edges to have only one of the parameters as weights
(power consumption deviation or discomfort), then the problem
of scheduling being studied can essentially be solved using the
KMMC [25]. However, since we are targeting to address both
the objectives simultaneously, KMMC does not yield the desired
solutions. Nevertheless, a traditional way of solving any MOP
has been to solve it as a single objective optimization problem
by assigning weights to the individual objectives, e.g., the WSM
[43]. With the help of WSM, we can now apply KMMC for
the targeted scheduling problem and use the obtained results
to further asses the performance of GNSA. The WSM is also
useful to arrive at a particular solution out of the complete Pareto
front of solutions [29], [30], [44]. To study such a scenario
for the algorithms proposed in this article, we define a unified
cost function (UCF) for a schedule/cycle (C), incorporating the
provision of prioritizing the two objectives over each other,
which is mathematically expressed as
UCF = Wp × PC +Wdc × DCC (15)
where PC is the overall average power deviation and DCC is
the overall average discomfort, for C. Wp ≥ 0 and Wdc ≥ 0
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Fig. 3. Performance evaluation of GNSA using UCF.
are the weighting factors for power deviation and discomfort,
respectively, and Wp +Wdc = 1. According to these weight-
ing factors for the two objectives, the decision maker can
now choose the best one among the obtained multiple Pareto
optimal solutions. For example, consider two Pareto optimal
cyclic schedules, where the first schedule has an average power
consumption deviation of 3 and discomfort value of 2.5, whereas
the second schedule has an average power consumption de-
viation of 5 and a discomfort value of 1. Assume that the
user provides a weight of 0.3 to power consumption deviation
and 0.7 to discomfort. Then the UCF for the first schedule
will be: 0.3× 3 + 0.7× 2.5 = 2.65, and UCF for the second
schedule is: 0.3× 5 + 0.7× 1 = 2.2. Since our objectives are
of minimization type, we select the schedule having the least
UCF, i.e., the second schedule in this example. In the cases of
multiple such cycles having the least UCF, any one of them may
be selected as the final schedule.
We start utilizing UCF to evaluate the performance of GNSA.
Given certain values for Wp and Wdc, the graph constructed
in Section IV-A will have edges with scalar values now. This
graph is then fed to GNSA to obtain the minimum mean cyclic
schedule. The weights are varied within 0 and 1 such that
Wp +Wdc = 1. We have also normalized the weighting param-
eters for the edges to take values within [0–5] for simplicity.
Following this procedure, we obtained results for all the 500 test
cases and evaluated the performance of the GNSA algorithm.
Fig. 3 shows results for three sets of devices (i.e., number of
devices = 10, 30, 50), where the x-axis represents Wp and the
y-axis represents UCF. It can be observed from the figure that
as the weighting factors tend to be equal (i.e., Wp → Wdc or
vice versa), the average UCF, as per (15) has been maximum for
almost all the test cases. This reveals the fact that cost increases
when we target multiple objectives with equal weights. However,
as we focus on only one particular objective, the cost tends to
decrease. We have further observed that out of the two objectives,
giving higher priority toWp results in a lesser overall cost. Thus,
efficient power consumption management yields a better result
for the user in terms of financial savings, while compromising
on the comfort level a bit. It is worth mentioning that despite
of its own drawbacks [45], we have observed that a majority of
the results produced using the above-mentioned WSM scheme
(the UCF) are from the “knee” zone of the Pareto front, which
is the desired solution zone for MOPs. This observation has
encouraged us in opting for the UCF to evaluate GNSA in
comparison to KMMC.
Fig. 4. Comparison of GNSA with Karp’s algorithm for Wp = Wdc = 0.5.
Fig. 4 presents the comparative analysis of GNSA with that of
KMMC in terms of % deviation in obtaining a cyclic schedule
with minimum mean cost, and average running time, for a case
when Wp = Wdc = 0.5. GNSA, being a heuristic, resulted in
higher average costs of cycles than that of KMMC, which is
known to be optimal. In particular, the % deviation of GNSA
varied within [5.46–8.12]% as compared to KMMC and the
average deviation has been noted to be 7.086% only, for this
particular case. However, the advantage of GNSA over KMMC
is realized in the timing analysis, where KMMC takes signifi-
cantly longer time to produce results than that of GNSA. The
time difference becomes notable for larger number of devices.
We can also observe that the rate of computation time increase
for GNSA is much smaller than that for KMMC. For instance,
the average computation time taken by KMMC to schedule 50
ACs is in the order of hours, whereas GNSA takes only 172.34 s,
as can be observed in Fig. 4. Similar behavior has been observed
for other weight combinations as well. It is worth mentioning
that computation time depends on the size of the graph, which
in turn depends on the number of devices, and the running
time computation shown in Fig. 4 does not include the time
for graph construction. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that,
for a relatively smaller number of ACs (or smaller graph sizes),
we may use KMMC, but for a substantial number of devices,
GNSA is more efficient in obtaining cyclic schedules.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we have addressed the problem of scheduling
thermostatically devices with the objective to minimize power
fluctuation and maximize users’ thermal comfort. We have pro-
posed an optimal scheduling strategy by modeling the problem
into a graph and obtaining all the nondominated cycles from it,
corresponding to the Pareto optimal front. Furthermore, we have
also proposed a couple of intelligent improvement schemes and a
fast greedy algorithm to obtain solutions quickly. The proposed
methods have been validated using test cases generated from
a real-world scenario, where the improvement schemes have
been able to reduce the computation overhead of the optimal
strategy by more than 48.5%, and the greedy mechanism has
been observed to yield the majority of its solutions from the
Pareto optimal solution set. Comparative performance analysis
of the greedy approach was also carried out with that of KMMC
for graphs with scalar edge weights. A possible extension of
this article is to optimize the power consumption set-point,
which is our future work. The system parameters are assumed
to be deterministic in this article. Developing a model without
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such constraints along with the consideration of dynamic load
variation and an integrated power-temperature model is a part
of our future work.
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